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JIOBG.Blilil'BW!I: TWO COMl'OUJfD l'BCIUllCAL TEJUl8 all 

'i'WO COMPOUND TECHNICAL TERMS IN 
BIBLICAL HEBREW 

JU.LIAN MORGENSTERN 
BEBBBW 1Jlll011 COLLJMP 

THE e:1:presaion N'I,' ~~. occurring three times in the Bible, 
in Le,. 26 10, 11 and 12, is, at first glance, syntactically 

difficult, although this fact has apparently been touched upon 
by none of the commentators. Brown-Driver-Briggs translates 
?::31" "a ram's hom-(blowing)." This translation probably results 
from the fact that~~ is masculine (cf. Num. 36 ,); the feminine 
ac,,,, therefore, necessitates the supplying of a feminine word, 
8118umed to ha,e been n,M (cf.,. u) or n,"pn. The com
mentators, on the other hand, with practical UlUlllllD.ity supply 
IUltl as the missing element. 

LXX renders these three passages aa follows: 

Y. 1 o, rs:b rr.,n N'I,' ~::i,. = e111avror /upa,ftllf tl'f/plJITUJ aim, 
;(JT(JI ~µiv. 

,. 11, rJ:b M"M 112' Cl"fl01'll'I IUII N'I,' ~~ - ?.f/Hneor fTflpmrla 
~ \ • \ ' 't \ • • • 

Gll'Tlf, TO rTOf TO '11'111/T,,.OO'TOII 1111,avror f!(JT(JI .,,,,,,_ 

,. 12, rJ:b M"M trr1J' M'll'.I ~~ ,::, - 8-r, ?.f/Hnlllf 1171p1J1Tla mw, 
«171011 ltrrac uµiv. 

It is to be noted in the first place, that in,. 10 LXX has 
apparently supplied an understood IUltl before ~::l,.; in the second 
place, that LXX translates, or rather paraphrases ~~ by 
o~n,r crr,µ.aa-la, i.e. "a proclamation of release"; and, in the 
third place, that in v. 11 LXX regards, undoubtedly correctly, 
~::l,. as the predicate of the sentence, and 112' D'ln:ll'1l'1 IUltl as 
the subject. It is, howe,er, compelled to render N'I,' as tlfflf 
mechanically, and entirely without regard to it.a polllible actual 

s1• 
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meaning. Presumably, therefore, aim, oh.10 is aimilarly not.Jung 
but a mechanical &nd meaningleBII rendering of the o•al ac,,".I, 
Inv. 12 LXX has omitted a~,, entirely, and eonstruee ~~ as 
the predicate of the ■entence, preci.lely as in vs. 10 and 11 1 and 
M\".1 as the copulative, pronominal subject, and translates, 
"Because it is a (year of) proclamation of release, it shall be 
holy uuto you.." Obviously the LXX translators thought that 
here they had found a possible, legitimate explanation of the 
presence of M\".1 in the sentence. They divided the sentenoe into 
a principal and subordinate clause , and rendered ~ &-r,, 
"because." In this they have been- followed by most modem 
translators and commentators, with the slight difference, how
ever, that -these have, with almost complete uuanimity rendered 
\:) "for" instead of "because," and translated "For it is a 
jubilee; it shall be holy uuto you." 

Careful examination, however, indicates that in each case 
the construction of M\".I ~~'I" is the same, and that the LXX 
solution of the problem of M\".1 in v. 12 but emphasizes the dif
ficulty of la.".I in vs. 10 and 11. Obviously the only legitimate 
solution of the problem is one that will hold good for all three 
passages. 

Now it is to be noted that these three passages in which Ml,".1 
is used with ~~'I" are the only passages in the entire Bible where 
~~'I" is used without the article. It might be argued that in v. 10, 
where the word is ued for the first time, the arti.1le is un
necessary, although it could not be denied that even here the 
article would not be inappropriate and illogical. It might also 
be argued, although with much less reason, that v. 1u but 
repeat.a the thought of v. 10 b, and that, therefore, again the 
article need not be employed. Still, since ~~'I" has already been 
defined in v. 10, here, too, the use of the article would be far 
more natural and logical than its omission. And certainly in v. 12 

the article is absolutely indispensable, if, with LXX, ~~'I" is to 
be regarded as the predicate of the first clause, and lni".1 as the 
copulative, pronominal subject. The omission of the article here 
is significant. 

Furthermore, in v. 101 while not impoBBible, lni".1 is abaolutely 
redundant and 1lDl'eceasary. Since the l'1lll l:r'l'CIMii NII has 
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already been referred to in the aentence, the eplest and moat 
natural form for v. 10b would haTe been rd, 7ri"r ~ without 
..,,,. Inv. 11, however, where Mlll crtn:ll"G1 n:a, is the 111bject, 
~ the predicate and ~ the copula, an.,, 1111 normally inter
preted, is syntactically unnecessary and even impo8Bllile, 1111 ii 
best proved by the LXX mechanical rendering. 

The only possible solution of the problem is to regp.nl ~ 
an., as an inseparable, compound upreaion, equivalent in 
meaning and constructive mage to ~. fonnd elsewhere in 
thi11 chapter, and in Lev. lil7 and in Num. 36 ,. These three 
verses m111t then be rendered: v. 10, "It (the fiftieth year, medtioned 
in Joa) shall be the Jubilee unto yon, etc." 
v. 11, "The fiftieth year shall be the Jubilee nnto you." 
v. 12, "For (or "but")the Jubilee shall be holy (literally, "holine11") 

unto you." 
The origin of this compound, technical term, M'l;:t ~ can 

not be determined with certainty. However, an hypothesis may 
be permitted. Practically all acholan are agreed that those 
verses of Lev. lil6 which refer to the Jubilee year are, at the 
very earliest, of a secondary atratum of the Holineu Code, while 
a number of the verses, and also all refer.,nces to the Jubilee 
year in Lev. lil7 and Num. 36 ,, are obviously of a secondary and 
very late stratum of the Priestly Code (cf. Bertholet, .Leviticus,87). 

Manifestly vs. 11 and 12, with their application of the ritual 
of the Sabbatical year to the Jubilee, are secondary to l'. 10. 

This verse, in its original form, alone of all the verses referring 
to the Jubilee year, can come from H proper. Va. 11 and 12 are 
directly dependent upon this verse. All other references to the 
Jubilee year are manifestly later than thete venee. We would 
therefore auggest, although with considerable resenation, that 
there were the following stages in the evolution of this othenriae 
inexplicable term. In tlie earliest legislation for tlie Jubilee year, 
presumably in H proper, the full expression was probably used, = r,,i,n ~ll" n,n,, NI' and an., ~~ n,nn NI', "a year 
of (signalized by) the blowing of a ram's horn shall it be to you." 
In time this rather long and awkward expression WIii abbreviated 
to ~~Y' or M\".1 ~~Y', and 1189d in a technical ■ense. This ii the 
stage of ita usage in Lev. lil6 10, 11 and 111. 
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Later the syntactical incongruity of the expression ..,,, ~~'r 
became apparent, and the term was modified to the more gram
matical and expreasive term ~~'fin JUI?, as in Lev. 95 1s, 28, '°• 
50, 52, 5•; 97 11, 18, 2a, 2'. ffitimately the expression was simplified 
still further and quite logically to ~::n"n, as in Lev. 95 1s, 28, so, aa; 

27 u, 21; Num. 36 ,. 
This hypothesis of the origin and evolution of the term, it 

m118t be repeated, ia advanced with great resenation. This 
much, however, seems certain, that ln;:t ~~'r in Lev. 95 10, 11 

and 12 is an inseparable, compound, technical term, and should 
be recorded as auch in all Hebrew lexicographical works. 

M'1p0 and "'11' Mipc 
The word lnp0 occun twenty-two times in the Bible. In 

all but four passage• it is used in the construct relation with 
.,,,, 

In Num. 102, in the exprenion mp:, 1Mp0~, tnpC is ob
vioualy a verbal noun, and is therefore invariably and correctly 
rendered, .. For the calling of the congregation." 

Likewise in N eh. 8 8, N"lp0 is taken by all scholars to connote 
either .. the act of reading" or .. that which was read, viz. either 
the Torah itself, or the particular section thereof read on the 
occasion referred to." 

In the two remaining paBBages in which it occurs alone, and 
in all the eighteen passage■ where it is used with mp, M'1p0 
is rendered by all scholars, seemingly without exception, 
"assembly" or "holy convocation." But this can hardly have 
been its meaning in the minds of the original authors. 

It must be noted that, with the single possible, although, as 
we shall see, not probable, exception of Is. 1 1s, all the pas
sages in which ar,pc occurs are not only post-exilic, but even 
late post-exilic, either from secondary strata of the Priestly 
Code or (la. 45 and Neb. 88) from documents presumably quite 
as late, or even later. 

Two of the passages in which N"lp0 ia used without mp in 
a perfectly obvious meaning have already been discuased. It 
remains to consider fint the two remaining, similar passages, 
before the compound expression, mp 1Mp0, can be examined. 
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la. 4 s reads: ~ )1T"\i ~ ~- Here MN"'!pC 
is obviously in parallelism with )1T"\i ~; a place-noun is 
therefore required. Now the traditional rendering, "itl llllelD· 

bliea," is not a place-noun, nor is N"'!pC actually ever med aa 
a place-noun. Etymologically anpo aa a place-noun could mean 
only "the place of calling" or "summoning," but neTer "the 
place or aBBembly ," since anp never baa the meaning of "to 
asaemble." The LXX rendering, 'll'Oll'Ta Ta ... ~,,.t,r>i.,,, ~. 
points to au original reading, l'IY"ll0. But the idea connoted 
by ~ is too remote, unexpected and colorlea to warrant 
the belief that it waa the original reading. 

I venture to suggest that the original waa MY"1p0, a sng
geation made very probable by Jer. 61 s1; Pe. 68 88 and 73 11, 
all late passages, dating from approximately the same period 
BS la. 4 s, and showing that in this period references to the 
fflM" n"~ "ll'1p0 or, probably, )T'r'l,i Y'IJ:IO, were common. 
Certainly this reading wonld ofl'er a far better parallelism to 
1""1,i ~ than the MlnpC of M. T. or the lffl"U0 of LXX. 
It is, moreover, easily comprebellllible that the i of lT'l1"lp0 
might have been corrupted to a i, with the resultant, meaninglea 
rnrr,pa:,, and from this the two variant emendations, MIMJl0 of 
M. T. and lffl"U0 of LXX would easily and naturally evolve. 
I belieTe that we may regard it as fairly certain that the origi
nal text did not read Manpa:,, and, therefore, that here, at least, 
teipc can not have had the meaning, "assemblies" or 11&888mbly
places." 

The other pasaage, la. 1 u, is more diffi.culL It reada r1h 
Mip0 ae,p mm. Here anpD is apparently in parallelism 
with nllfl trm, and can, seemingly, mean only "festal assembly." 
For this reason undoubtedly LXX bas paraphrased it ;,,J,-, 
,wya>i..,11. In this sense it would be synonymous with mJi,, 
which actually occurs later in the verse, or i,,D which occurs in 
the plural in the next verse, and the expression anpD anp would 
be equivalent to l'MJP anp (cf. Joel 11,)1 or the more common 
'1JID Hip (cf. Num. 16 2; Lam. l 1s and Lev. 513 1, ,, 87). 

But there are certain difficulties inherent in this Terse, that 
make the presence of anp0 anp there questionable. In the 
fi.nt place it is to be noted that the connecting \ uniting ra, 
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and n3 is missing before anp. Thia is, of course, not ab
solutely indispenaable, yet its absence is at least suspicious. 

In tbe second place, not M,p0 IMJ) but M,P0 alone would 
have otrered·the natural and logical parallelism to n2l1 rnn, 
"new moon and sabbath and festal assembly." 

Furthermore v. u repeats the thought of v. ta unneceBBarily 
and weakly, in a manner hardly worthy of n literary genius, 
such ae the prophet was. 

And finally, with its present reading, the verse is too full 
and overloaded, and its meter is in conaequence disturbed. I 
would therefore conclude with Schwally (ZA W, 1891, 267) and 
:Marti (Isaiah, 12) that tbe words M,P0 Mip are an inter
polation into the original text, and come from the same late 
period, from which come, as we have seen, all the other p&BB&ges 
in which IMJ)0 occurs. In such cue it follows that there are 
absolutely no pre-exilic, nor even exilic or early postexilic in
stances of the use of M,r,o, and tbt the word is undoubted
ly a late coinage in Hebrew. 

For the original reading of Is. 1 1s-H I would propose, with 
all the reservation proper in such an undertaking, the following 
reading; Mltll ~ffl6l ~ nit:I 11is,, t'M Yil nMll'I n2n rnn. 

Thus far we have established that 1Mp0 is in all likelihood 
a word of late, poet-exilic origin, and also that it is used in only 
one absolutely authenticated connotation, "the act of calling" 
or "summoning," as in Kum. 10 2, and probably also "the act 
of reading," aa in Neh. 8 e, in other words as a verbal noun of 
the form of the Aramaic Infinitive P' al. 

We must now conaider the remaining eighteen passages in 
which IMJ)0 is used in the construct state with rtr!J), unquestion
ably as a compound, technical term. In three cases the plural, 
r,p ~anp0, is used, in passages which either introduce (vs. 2 

and •) or summarize (v. 37) the contents of Lev. 23, or, rather, 
of the secondary Priestly portions of that composite chapter. 

If Mipo actually meant "assembly," then "'1J) M,P0 could 
undoubtedly mean syntactically "a holy assembly", although 
llnJ) IMJ)0 would probably be a more natural and logical ex• 
pression of this concept. But there is absolutely no evidence 
that IMJ)0 ho.a any meaning other than that of a verbal noun, 
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as stated above. There is no reason at all why IMp0 in the 
expreBBion r,p ani,0 ahould not be so constrned. The literal 
meaning of .-,Pis 11holineBB," or, more exactly, "sacredness to 
a deity, and therefore taboo for mortal■" (cf. Ex. 3 s; 22 ao; 
29 33£.; Lev. 23 20; 25 12; 27er, wr.,2a, and passim). lrlp-i,D 

then literally and etymologically would mean "a proclamation 
of holineBB" or "taboo, abstention." 

Now it is significant that in every case where '"I' anpc is 
UBed, without a aingle exception, the positi'fe prohibition follows, 
UBually immediately, though occasionally (Lev. 23 2s and 2e) 

separated by a few word&, that absolutely no work must be 
done. (Ex. 12 16, 1:1,i::, ;"1"1' to ~ ~; LXX, howe'fer, 
read Cl'll "ll'IJ1n ,I, :n::i:, ~~~.the more common and 
grammatical expression (but cf. Ex. 31 15); Lev. 23 3, 28; 

Num. 29 1, -,n M~ :,:::,aoo ~; Lev. 23 8, 25, 35, 36; Num. 28 181 

25, 26; 29 11 1~, -,n ,I, :n::i:, ~ ~). In e'fery case the 
implication is that these word■ are an interpretation of r,p. 
And that r,p does mean "taboo" in general, and with reference 
to the holy days and the Sabbath does mean in particular 11ab-
1tention from work" is to be inferred from Ex. 16 23; 3115; 
35 2; Gen. 2 3; Ex. 20 8, 11; le. 58 13; Jer. 17 22, 2,, 21. In 
other words, the outstanding feature of the celebration of all 
these days of "holiness" was the taboo upon work. Hence it 
follows that r,p Ni)'0 can mean only "proclamation of a taboo," 
or "interdict." In each case then the neceBBary, supplementary 
statement folloW8, that this is a taboo or interdict on work. 
Nip0 would then be in e'fery case a regular Aramaic Infinitive 
P'al, borrowed by the late Hebrew writers and 1111' anpc 
would be in form a late parallel to the older i'T'UP M'ip, "IVl0 anp 
or cn3 M'ip. Moreover, in two pasaages, Lev. 23 a and 24, Mip0 
r,p seems to be used to explain or intensify the meaning of the 
technical term, 1V'lltl n3, "a Sabbath of abstention from work." 

Our contention is, therefore, that Nip0 in the Bible never 
has the meaning "aseembly," but is uaed always as a verbal 
noun, just as its etymology indicates it to be, in the cognate 
senses, "a calling, summoning, reading, proclaiming." Enn in 
the most probably late interpolation in le. 1 1s, lMJ'0 is un
doubtedly an abbreviated form of r,p ar,po. 
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,Just when and how this false interpretation of l'il' aMp0 
as "holy assembly" arose, it is difficult to determine. LXX 
already renders mp w,~ invariably KA.,~ a-yla, and Targum 
renders it IMp Jrl,C. Certainly in the lo.te post-exilic period 
the celebration of the sacred days was attended not only by 
abstention from work, but also by solemn assembly and sacri
fice in the Temple and gatherinK9 in the synagogues, largely 
for the purpose of reading the Law. This was a positive and 
distinctive holy-day rite, whereas mere abstention from work 
was altogether negative, and rather colorless in character. 
Probably the technical t.erm, tnp ar,po, came eventually to 
be applied to the more positive and concrete ceremony of 
solemn assembly, rather than to only the negative and vague 
ceremony of abstaining from work. In this connection it is 
quite significant that all specific Biblical references to the 
Sabbath enjoin abstention from work alone, whereas not once 
do they speak of the neceBBity, or even the propriety, of solemn 
assembly (cf. Gen. 2 a; EJ:. l62e; 90 s-11; 23 12; 3112-11; 
34 21; 35 a; Num. 15 a2-ae; Dt. 5 12-1s; Is. 58 a; Jer. 17 18-27; 

Am. 8 sr.; Neb. 10 s2; 13 1s-22), and that, furthermore, the 
mp, the "taboo" of the Sabbath, is profaned only by working 
thereon, and never by failure to hold a solemn assembly. In 
fact, in only two passages in the Bible are gatherings of the 
people upon the Sabbath explicitly mentioned (Is. 66 2st. [a 
late passage] and Ez. 46 a). In both passages the practice is 
referred to as customary and incidental rather than as manda
tory or as eBBential to the observance of the Sabbath. It 
would seem that from its very origin and until a quite late 
poet-exilic period the Sabbath was primarily a day of abstention 
from regular work. Only secondarily and incidentally, because 
of the free time thus provided, did it, together with the related 
new-moon day, become the occasion for visiting shrines and 
holy men (II Ki. 4 23). And only in the late post-exilic period, 
after the distinctive practice of offering a particular sacrifice in 
the Temple upon the Sabbath had come to be of paramount 
importance (Lev. 23 s; Num. 28 e-10; Ez. 46 ,; I Chron. 23 s1; 
II Chron. 2 a; 8 18; 31 3), and likewise, of gathering in the 
synagogues to hear the Torah read, did the custom of holding 
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a ■olemn usembly on the Sabbath become a positive, obliga
tory, religioua institution. Only after this time could r.pD 
r,p have acquired the altogether secondary and unetymological 
meaning, 11solemn assembly." 

Finally, it is to be noted that occasionally r,p anpr:, is 
used alone, as in the sentence mp anpr:, ~, ffl (Lev. 23~; 
also Ex. UI 1&a; Lev. 23 a, a (M. T.], H [M. T.); Num. 98 1a 

[M. T.]. More commonly, however, the full expression, DT':2 
~ ~l'I" r,p anpc r,,an.i, is used (Ex. HI 1a b; Lev. 513 7, 
21 1 sa; Num. 28 2s, 2e; 29 1, 71 12). In three passages (Lev. 
23 a, H; Num. 28 1s), where M. T. reads mp N',p0 alone, 
LXX reads the full expression r:d, l'l"l'I" rip tnpe. Mani
festly llr1p Mip0 is merely a technical abbreviation of the fuller 
and more original c:h l'l"l'I" mp anpc, and in the ancient 
manuacripta there seems to have been variation in the Ulle of 
one or the other. This will best account for these three pas
sages in which LXX varies from M. T. 

This is borne out by an analysis of Lev. 513 21. In its pres
ent form, apparently at first glance ananp, stands withont the 
requisite object. LXX baa sought to overcome this difficulty 
by separating the otherwise ineepar.>.ble mp ar,pc, and making 
Mip0 the object of Dl'IIMpl, and llr1p the predicate of an in
dependent clause, of which it is the introductory word. Thus 
it reads, ml ICWl.t~rre -ravrr,11 T411 ~,,Jpa11 IC~'IT7P'- a-yla lrra, fl,,;,. 
However, the impropriety of thus separating rnp anp0 baa 
led modem scholars to reject this analysis. For the moat part, 
therefore, they make the entire clauae, -,n to mp anpr:,, 
the object of DM"IP, (cf. Baentsch, Le1,-itic11s, 415). 

We would offer an altogether different analysis, and one 
which is, on the one hand, in full accord with the facts which 
we have adduced thus far, and which, on the oth1'r hand, we 
believe, rounds out our argument. We have contended that 
r,p M'ipD means "proclamation of taboo." The full, official 
proclamation must have been r:d, l'T'l'T' mp, probably supple
mented by -,n if, :ro, ~ ~. "a taboo there shall be 
UDto you; ye shall do no manner of work." In other words, 
u stated above, rt)' lnp0 is an abbreviation of the original, 
fuller e:s:prenion, and anpr:, muat be -collltrued a-. in the 
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appositional, construct state with r,p in the abbreviated ex
pression, and with the entire cla11Se in the original expression, = l"rl"r rrp tnpD cnanp,. Lev. 23 21 preserves the original, 
unabbreviated expreBBion. It ehould, accordingly, be so analysed 
and interpreted, "And ye shall proclaim upon this day a procla
mation of (in Englieb better, "that" or "namely") 'a taboo shall 
be unto you; ye shall do no work•." Manifestly LXX was 
partially correct when it made anp0 alone the direct object of 
l:ll"!Nip,. It erred, however, in failing to perceive the construct 
relation between tnpc and the following clause, and also in 
misinterpreting anpc as ir:X,,n}. 

It is interesting and significant to note that, thus interpre
ted, anpz:, ClNMP, of Lev. 113 21 presents an exact parallel to 
tnp0 Kip of Is. 1 1a. 




